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conscious of being In a majority, agreed not to impeach him
or the central committee on condition that there was no
more talk of the peace pact. Mussolini accepted, for he
wanted to avoid a vote at all costs, knowing that it would
go against him, and he was so disconcerted at the prospect
of being publicly disowned that he was ready to deny any-
thing. Grand! explained the views of the opposition at the
congress. We want to avoid a split, he declared, c so long
as there Is no more talk of a peace pact, here or anywhere '.
Mussolini, who had seen his popularity endangered, got
up on the platform and announced that the c treaty is
definitely a thing of the past, and no more than a retro-
spective episode'. Grand! and Mussolini embraced each
other, and the congress, till now divided into friends and
enemies of the pact, reserving their applause for one or other
of the two leaders, greeted them with a single ovation,
singing and bawling : * Giovinezza.9
The discussion on the first day had revealed the cleavage
between the two tendencies. A Turin representative got on
the platform to deplore the fact that c fascism went arm-in-
arm with the landowners and industrial bosses ' ; while a
squadrista had declared : e We must not sign a truce, for
we are soldiers/ The reconciliation of the two leaders on
the second day put an end to this bickering. Both made
speeches In. turn on the programme question. Mussolini
repeated the points already published in the Popolo <F Italia*
emphasizing once more the need of opposing any state
intervention in the economic sphere. e In economic matters
we are liberal in the most classical sense of the word \ and,
after criticizing d'Annunzio's Quarnero constitution, he
added : £ liberal though we are in economics, we are not so
in politics *. He emphasized, too, the need for a swing to
the right and for a more imperialist foreign policy, praising
Crispi, who * at a time when Italy seemed to be committed
to a stay-at-home policy, had the courage to make her play
a part in the Mediterranean and Africa, because he felt that
greatness was not possible for a nation unless it was inspired
by imperialism '. Without this spur nations are condemned
to decadence and death.
1 Pp. 161-2.

